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About This Game

Do you like action twin-stick shooter games? We mixed this genre with tower defence elements! You have a chance to enter
a world full of mutants! Evil Dr. Hundertwasser change small animals to massive monsters! They want to destroy our reactors!

You can be one of two cosmic-agents who will exterminate evil with his own weapon, power of ZAMB!

Endless and Story Mode: Hack and defend the reactors in 15 action-packed story levels and survive in 9 extremely
skillful endless stages!
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BeCoop: Choose between Local and Online Mode in Single or Coop!

420 Upgrades: Increase range, power up your damage, or upgrade defence system to your turrets and gain more XP for
extermination enemy waves!

17 Unique Enemies: Fight against mutant Wasps, Scorpions with blasters, exploding Ticks or the titanic Crusher Bugs!

3 Challenging Bosses: Face off against the most destructive scientific experiments created by the mad scientist Dr
Hundertwasser!

Replayability: Face neverending hordes of mutants in new Endless mode and unlock Steam achievements and star
related challenges through every level, thus proving that you are the best!

Choose beetwen Cye - The amazing brawler, he is trained in melee combat and uses powerful gadgets of mass destruction; or
Chrome - the master tactician, an agent of ranged warfare weapon and turret defence systems operator.
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A Valken clone with mouse aiming. Good for a few hours. I recommend Gigantic Army over this, though.. Awsome fun 1-day
game really enjoyed. Good level design, appealing to look at, with a nice soundtrack. Considering how inexpensive it is. I had a
really good experience playing this.. Such a classic game! :D. This game if f....n awesome. I love what they do with the music, at
times it feels like you are in an interactive audio visualizer. You die a lot in this game, but you are thrown right back in, and
when you finally manage to cross that crazy section that seemed impossible, it feels great. In some ways, it's like A Crow in Hell
on steroids (it's a flash game where you also have to navigate narrow corridors and avoid all kinds of contraptions, but the
mechanics is a bit different). I like this game more, though.. A truly stellar racing game. The sense of speed is the best I have
ever seen from an on-wheel racer, and the beautiful, well-designed tracks are a joy to race on. Fans of arcade racing games owe
it to themselves to try this.. i love this game its so much fun!. Reimu still cute I recommend diz game guys. 50\/10 Would knock
a a skull backwards into my own goal while it laughs at me again.. I purchased this for the classic "brick-breaker" type
gameplay, but I fell DEEPLY in love with the game's music, which is some of the best music I've ever heard in a video game in
years. The powerup's are well-balanced and there's plenty to do after completing the story mode.
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Boriskarloff pretty much nailed it on the head. No save feature so you have to beat the game in one playthrough without dying.
1\/10. This is a casual farming game that draws heavily from "The Little Prince". It's endearing, accessible and isn't going to put
too much stress on your gaming reflexes.

If you feel like kicking back with an easy-going title this is the game for you. It starts off a bit slow but does pick up over time.
The game involves combat and also includes a smattering of narrative, but nothing overly-involved or tedious.

Overall, provided you're in the market for a casual and easily-accessible farming and crafting game, Deiland gets a thumbs-up.

Check out the game in action and my full first impressions here - https://youtu.be/l11BHgV4srE. It is a resonable good looking
game! It is a nice game! And it was also nice if you can play with a gamepad!. Fatal Fury fan since the 90's. Akira did a great
job with this rendition of Terry.. If only it was this simple.
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\/delete Xbox
\/logout

still , quite enjoyable.
. *******DO NOT BUY ABANDONED BY DEV!!!!******

I was excited for this game, it looked like it would be awesome in the end.... but instead Dev failed, changed the games name,
gave us a turd sandwich, and moved on to other projects... so new turds to come... i left my original review so you all could see
the contrast, of what might have been if the dev kept there work ethic to a standard of integrity.

******(original raview on first week of buying game)*******ok i have spent a few hours in here, no servers so its only single
player ATM, looks good, visualy stimulating good use of color and lighting, the modles seam, well ... lacking, animations basic,
skins no exsistant, games in pre pre pre pre alpha ??? there is basicly nothing to do, collect loot, manage the broken combat
system, respawn, save loot buy stuff, upgrading armor seams to do nothing, and all the wepons feel like they do well, the same
damage, seams like there is alot more to come, youre just paying to suport dev team... ehh im a fan of indie so good luck dev's ,
i hope loot finds you the goals you need to finish... lmao, my broken english , and bad review, only giving a thumbs up in suport,
and i like the art direction so far... cant wait to see more.... A total Mess, very bad controlls, even the menus are almost
imposible to use.
Don't worth your time even if it was free

Edit 24\/06\/2018:
Still broken, can't move, can't holster pistols, so I have to quit after 2 min.
But now it's free, ysou you can try it yourself .... Very little engagement from the developers. Not exactly what you want when
you spend your money to support the devs asking for input.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor... nothing about the
game is good.
. Actually quite a beautifully atmospheric soundtrack. Manages to sound both melancholy and menacing.. This is a fun little
game about running a gun shop in a zombie post appocalypse. Success on trades is determined in a manner similar to the old
golf games where you click a meter at the right time. Buy low, sell high, higher mercs, bribe generals. Zombies attack your gun
store, so you have to maintain defenses.
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